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Prepared By: Ms. Keo Mara, Learning Specialist
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Supported By: Ms. Sreng Sophorn Lakhena, Assistant

Introduction
As the longest established membership organization in Cambodia, the Cooperation Committee for Cambodia
(CCC) has played a unique role since 1990 in strengthening the cooperation, professionalism,
accountability, governance, and development effectiveness of the Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) that
are working across diverse sectors in Cambodia.
To keep responding to the needs of the NGO community; CCC had conducted the 19th M&E Learning Forum on 14
June 2018 which focused on “Developing Tools for Project Monitoring”. In the other hand, to be more strengthen
the capacity on NGO governance in Cambodia, the M&E Working Group decided to select the main topic which
raised by NGO participants during learning forum is “Case study and Successful Story”.
The 20th M&E Learning Forum is designed for M&E practitioners who come from members and non-members
organizations of CCC. This event will be full-day conducted on 25 October 2018 at Diakonia center with specific
objectives, expected outputs, and agenda as below:

Objectives of the M&E Learning Forum





To refresh participants, strengthen their skill on how to Developing Tools for Project Monitoring
help participants strengthen their skill on how to develop effective case study and success story.
To help participants strengthen their skill on how to identify common challenges in developing case
study success story
To create a learning and sharing environment and build a stronger network.

Open Remarks
by Dr. El Sotheary, Head Of Program of CCC
The 20th of M&E learning forum was opened remark
by Dr. El Sotheary, Head of Program of CCC. She
expressed that this learning forum is very import
topic which focused on case study and success story,
it is a good start and appropriate time for us in
writing case study and success story in the annual
report at the end of the year. She added that the
most of case study; we tried to write the positive
impact or good lesson learned, however, we can also
write the failure. Because we can show the negative
points as lesson learned that we should avoid to the next time. Especially, everyone also used to develop case
study & MSC with difference levels, based on donor required and based on own experienced. It is also a good
time to reflect and share the best practices from speaker on topic case study & MSC; to inform, promote and
learn. It’s important to know the way that how to develop a good case study to get success. And this M&E
learning forum will contribute a lot to your professional life.
Finally, she also thanked to a Speaker/Resource Person, Mr. Lim Phai, Program Director from VBNK and she also
thanked to M&E working group members who always supported CCC, and M&E practitioner who always shared
and learned each other, the last one is CCC team in facilitating to conduct this event.

Summary output of the 20th M&E Learning Forum
This is the minute of the 20th M&E learning forum which was conducted full day on 25 October 2018 at DIAKONIA
Center, Phnom Penh. The 60 participants (20 are Females) M&E practitioners including CCC staff attended within
this forum.
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Session1: Review the learning points from the last M&E learning forum on “Developing Tools for
Project Monitoring”
The last learning forum was reviewed by Mr. Vang Sean, M&E and Reporting Specialist of CCC and
M&E Working group member.
To ensure that some participants who
participated the last learning forum, he asked
someone who volunteer to recap what they
learned, and in order to share to the new
participants today too. Meanwhile a few f o r m e r
participants shared what they have learnt are:
• How to develop Questionnaire for project
monitoring
• Practiced and applied to improve the
performance by reflecting the previous questions and changed it.
• Understood on What is questionnaire? It is a set of questions that we asked to reach our objectives.
After the recapped by participant, Mr. Vang Sean briefed what participants shared by focusing the 3 main
points:
 What is PM?
 Process and Step of PM tools
 Questionnaire development
A few of them also shared what they have applied.
I have applied what I have learned such as I
developed questionnaires template related to the
WASH & Nutrition project, as well as I reviewed the
questionnaires which developed by NGOs’ partner
and commented them in updating what they did.

I have reviewed the previous questionnaire that
I developed, there were many questions that I
changed to get more qualitative information
and depth understanding

Questions and Answers from participants
Q: The questionnaire takes about 60 minutes, is it
appropriate for the respondent? It is a big scope (project, program & organization)
A:
 Clear objective: what do you want from each question
 I used to conduct survey for a company on the behavior of using mobile phone. I think that developer
need to clear by themselves about the question and what they want from the questions, and need to
make it simple and easy to understand.
Q: When do we conduct M&E? When we use those questionnaires? Before, during or after M&E?
A: Monitoring: is ongoing process, An organization should have M&E framework, If your organization doesn’t
have M&E officer, so Program staff is a M&E, he/she can prepare Plan, Do, Analyze & Use
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Session 2: Sharing on “What is case study and Most Significant Change(MSC)?
This session shared by Mr. Lim Phai, Program Director, VBNK. He explained and demonstrated the key points
as below:
 Why people talk about case study?
 It is part of your project monitoring and
project performance
 It provides a way of sharing information, a
space to reflect on key lessons learnt
 It shows honesty, transparency and
accountability
 It is a means of marketing the work to the
public and donors. “The better your story, the
more money you raise.”
 Use of Terminology (case study, success stories, MSC and stories of transformation, Storytelling ….)

 Process of getting the case study







Common challenges in developing a case study (group discussion by table)
Sharing and feedback
Ethics for developing a case study or story
Case study data collection method (role-play)
o Plan (purpose and scope)
o Design (questionnaires)
o Collect (sources, interview, observation)
o Analyze
o Write up
Writing a case study (share one case)

 Stories of Changes
 What are they?
 Stories of change are one way of learning about the results/impact that a project is having.
(Limited to two pages) (or 1000 words)
 A story of change does not focus on the process, but describes where project interventions led
to changes (policy, practice, knowledge, behavior and/or attitudes as well as a situation or
status).
 The stories provide a way of sharing information, a space to reflect on key lessons and a means
of marketing the work to the public and donors.
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 Structure
Section
Proportion

Summary

Introduction

20%

Start by describing the key message from the story
Describe the issue at the time the story begins
including the date, location, and key actors involved.

Action

25%

Explain the activities (such as meetings, training and workshops,
etc.) that were undertaken to address the challenge.

Result

25%

State the success or failure of the course of action
on the immediate and in the longer term objectives. If possible,
describe the impact amongst beneficiaries.

Conclusion

20%

Suggest what were the critical success/failure factors. Describe the
lessons for your organization.

 Steps in writing the story
Step 1: Choose a story
Step 2: Gather evidence (context, issues, actions, results, factors, lessons, etc.)
Step 3: Write an outline
Step 4: Write the story

Sample of Success Stories (USAID)
 Success Stories Guidelines (USAID)
1. How to tell our stories?
- Use powerful statistics
- Communicate progress (how project has made a difference, improved people’s life)
- Personal narrative (including beneficiaries and beneficiary quotes)
- A real life example of good work through the lens of the people affected
2. Outline
 Headline or title (simple but impactful, summary of the story and including actions verbs).
- “SRI and Organic Farming Benefits Farmers, Strengthens Communities”
- “Cocoa Brings Cash, Creates Better Conditions for Farmer Families”
 Body
- challenges and issues encountered, the context – human interesting point)
- Rice farming, yield, not enough to support the family…how they cope with it.
- Location, situation, land size, poverty rate, more details about the framing practices
-

The action taken and the result
- What change for the person or community?
- Beneficiary quote

-

Put the individual story in a bigger picture:
- The story is of the hundred farmers participating or benefiting from the projects…
- How many have been changed (gender?) showing a situation before and after the
interventions (yield or income). Insert another quote from other person.
- A sign of sustainability or replicability (scale-up) by others, i.e. government agencies, etc.
- Use of photograph (colorful, depict action, capture attention, feature a main character
prominently)

3. Other points to consider:
-

Do use powerful statistics that show a large, specifically defined change; show the change over a
specific period of time; and what is achieved at a low cost per unit.
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-

Don’t lead with $$ amounts, but the results
Do tell stories that showcase a sustainable change.
Don’t tell stories that could represent a one-off success or that aren’t connected to a larger
narrative or solution.
Do create emotional/personal connections that bring viewers into the scene.
Do FEATURE REAL people and quote them

4. Common format
o Problem and context
o Solutions
 Innovation?
o Challenges
o Lessons learnt
o Key features (project information)
 The four components of Case Study/Story
1. Issues/problem
2. Solution/intervention
3. Impact/result
4. Lesson learned

Sample of story board

Most Significant Change(MSC)
 Steps in MSC
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Defining the domains of change
Defining the reporting period
Collecting SC stories
Selecting the most significant
of the stories
Verification of stories

Note: Suggested from speaker, if you want to be a good writer of case study, you need to be good in storytelling.
In order to write a story, we need to tell something in the story. He mentioned that Case Study focuses on process
or intervention and longer text than success story. Case Study can become generalization and systematic process
in changing something. And, Success Story focused on what is difference between the previously and currently or
before and after the project intervention, but it changed or not changed, it based on personal or individual only.
For further detail result, please see attached documents on CCC website
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Group Discussion and sharing on “the Case Study and Most Significant Changes (MSC)
The participants were divided into small groups. Each group responded the questions related to the Case Study
and Most Significant Changes (MSC) by responding to the 4
questions below:
1. How to develop question for case study? (Group 1&2)
2. How to identify tool/process for MSC? (Group 3&4)
3. What are the challenges in developing Case
Study/MSC? (All groups)
4. How to address those challenges? (All groups)
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The results of groups discussion:
Each group should have a facilitator and a presenter for reporting back to the plenary.

Case Study

Most Significant Changes (MSC)

How to develop question for case study?
How to identify tool/process for MSC?
 Demography (Name, Age, Education…)
Tools:
 Problem history (personal, community, …)
- Questionnaire
before cooperation with the project
- M&E plan
- KII
 What activities of the project did you
- FGD
participate in? (time and why?)
- Recorder
 What did you learn from the project? What
- Observation checklist
change? (Attitude and Action)
- Diary logbook (Journal)
 Lesson learned
Process:
 Conclusion
- Define changes and scope (Domain of Changes)
- Set plan and committee
- Budget and resource
- Choose story (significant) /prioritize story (MSC)
- Develop tool
- Staff capacity on the tools
- Request consent from respondent
- Interview (implementation or data collection)
- Tittle of the story need to be set by respondent
- First draft
- Review (verification information by other to make sure
the information is right) or validation and decision
making
- Inform management team and design
What are the challenges in developing Case Study/MSC?
 Questionnaire development (knowledge)
 Take more time and resources
 Questioning technique (Complicated word,  Willingness of participation (more frequencies)
recording, trust)
 Political
 Resource limitation (Human & Financial)
 Extreme weather
 Time of respondent
 Data error (dishonest of respondent)
 Lack of comparison before and after project  Health condition of respondent
intervention (eg. Photo)
 Knowledge and skills in writing and analysis
 Documentation
 Security of interviewer and interviewee
(human right, land right, investigative, etc.)
How to address those challenges?
 Staff capacity building to understand  Engage local authorities
questions, questioning, taking photo and  Make clear appointment with respondent
recording
 Identify appropriate time (season, election period, during
 Allocate budget for monitoring
night time,…)
 Read relevant documents
 Regular tracking list
 Vice record
 Observation and verification of information
 Consent form
 Documented in the appropriate system
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Question and Answer from participants
Q: How to write case study to support the indicator of the project or program?
Q: How to measure case study or story to be fit to the project and organization?
A:
-

We are M&E practitioner, when we did, we should think there will be asked more questions to ourselves. We
did not limit ourselves by reporting but we need to think about the change at the organizational level

-

When we try to measure somethings, we need to know where we are standing now, and then our knowledge
will be expanded. We need to expand as possible as we can do and we need to see the parameter of the
project or organization.

Q: What is difference between Data and Information? Should we include data and information in the case or
story?
Q: We always written two case studies per year and shared to our donors, but we never got any comments and
feedback from donors related to how to write good case study?
In this case, some project which related to how to transform youth to be an active youth; it seems to be difficult
in writing case study, because there is no positive impact, so it is not inspired yet.
A:


If we updated the same as case study which we used in the previous one, it is not the old case study. It is the
new case study. If we said old case study, it means that we used the old case study without any updating or
added up new information. But we need to be flexible in notifying and explain to donor that our project period
really need time to see the result what will be changed in the next 3 or 5years, it cannot be changed or
happened within only 6 months.



The case study that we wrote many times, it is the case study which shows about the behavior changes but
the behavior changes need time to see it, because it just 3-12 months, may be nothing changed to show. We
need to show the attractive of the case study to attract the interesting of the readers. If they like reading our
case study, so it is our success.

Q: How to write the attractive case study? How to start the entry point?
A: The objective of story writing:





Fact story
Story can be generalized
Theme: reflect on the leadership, women empowerment, … (the same story but can write in different
theme and many them)
The behind of the story want to show the next step and the next improvement.
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The Evaluation result of the Learning Forum
Based on the evaluation sheet showed the result overall of the learning forum as detail below:
Topics

Very Unsatisfied (%)

Unsatisfied (%)

Normal (%) satisfied (%)

Process

54%

46%

Venue

22%

66%

12%

Logistics providing

34%

63%

3%

Contents

31%

59%

10%

Understanding
the key contents

37%

46%

17%

29%

52%

12%

54%

46%

66%

12%

Explanations

7%

Sharing Experience
22%

Duration


Very satisfied (%)

What points will be applied to improve your own skills as well as your organization’s performance?
(Please give specific point)
-

We can use on how to write the best MSC and case study
Develop story of change for annual report
The importance of M&E in organization
Story of change (turning point)
Will use case study for project monitoring tool
Identify key point and process for writing case study
How to develop questionnaire for interviewer?
will share case study and MSC to staff
The Content to writing story and the use of Terminology
MSC tool and technique

Conclusion
Based on the evaluation learning forum result, the most participants appreciated as well as satisfied the M&E
learning forum. Mostly, they satisfied related to the process of learning form, venue, logistics providing, key
contents and sharing of each speakers related to their experiences. The participants have learnt a lot of the
experience from the speakers and among their participants thought the questions and answers as well.
Moreover, the participants have committed apply what they learnt to improve their own skills as well as their
organization’s performance with the key capture as they listed down above.

Closing Remarks
The ended of the 20th M&E Learning Forum, Ms. Sin Putheary, Head Of Communications of CCC, she thanks giving
to the participants who spent their value time to attend the forum until the end, she mentioned that, before we
just learned about the generally of M&E but now we learned about the case study and success story, that is
important to report back to Donor to inform our intervention and impact. Today, there were many program staff
participated in this M&E learning forum; so that we can improve our knowledge and skills, especially; we can apply
for everywhere even we change or move to other organizations. if we are understanding about the tool, believe,
culture, education…etc. By the way, she also thanks to some participants who shared their experiences. She
believes that the M&E staff are programmer in helping to do their project activity as well.
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Annex: Agenda and Sample of Case Studies
ទស្សនវ ិស្័យៈ ការអភិវឌ្ឍប្រករដោយនិរនតរភាពស្ប្ារ់ប្រដទស្កម្ពុជា

Vision: Sustainable development for Cambodia

Concept Note
The 20 M&E Learning Forum
th

On

“Case study and Successful Story”
25 October 2018, 8:00am – 5:00pm,
Diakonia Center/ (ICF) #19-21, Street 330, Boeung Keng Kang III, Chamkamorn, Phnom Penh

I. Introduction
As the longest established membership organization in Cambodia, the Cooperation Committee for Cambodia
(CCC) has played a unique role since 1990 in strengthening the cooperation, professionalism, accountability,
governance, and development effectiveness of the Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) that are working across
diverse sectors in Cambodia.
Phase 3 of CCC’s Governance Hub Program (GHP) for the five year period 2017-2021, the goal of CCC is for a
“strong and capable civil society, cooperating and responsive to Cambodia’s development challenges”. The GHP’s
goals are 1) enhanced effectiveness and impact of civil society organizations (CSOs), and 2) improved enabling
environment for CSOs. Responding to its goals CCC offers a range of capacity development and learning
opportunities for NGO staff to influence their thinking and practices and to deliver high quality services
appropriately respond to the true needs of those CSO.
One of sev en program strategies is the Learning and Capacity Development for CCC members and other
interested CSOs. Among this program the learning forum on Human Resource Management (HRM), Monitoring
and Evaluation (M & E), Information Communication Technology (ICT) and Finance Management forum is very
importance to build the capacity of its members for better performance of their service delivery. To ensure
the quality of the learning forum CCC has formed the Working Groups to provide inputs and advice for NGO
learning community in Cambodia. The Working Group will play role as an oversight committee to provide
strategic and technical support to NGO community to promote and improve their Human Resource Management,
Monitoring and Evaluation, Information Communication Technology and financial management system within
their organizations for effectiveness and efficiency development in NGO sector of Cambodia.
To keep responding to the needs of the NGO community; CCC had conducted the 19th M&E Learning Forum on 14
June 2018 which focused on “Developing Tools for Project Monitoring”. In the other hand, to be more strengthen
the capacity on NGO governance in Cambodia, the M&E Working Group decided to select the main
topic which raised by NGO participants during learning forum is “Case study and Successful Story”.
The 20th M&E Learning Forum is designed for M&E practitioners who come from members and non-members
organizations of CCC. This event will be full-day conducted on 25 October 2018 at Diakonia center(ICF/KSSA)
Building with specific objectives, expected outputs, and agenda as below:

II. Objectives of the M&E Learning Forum


To refresh participants strengthen their skill on how to Developing Tools for Project Monitoring
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help participants strengthen their skill on how to develop effective case study and success story.
To help participants strengthen their skill on how to identify common challenges in developing case study
success story
To create a learning and sharing environment and build a stronger network.

III. Expected outputs




The participants can develop sound case study and success story.
The participants better understanding how to identify and develop effective questionnaire for case study
and success story
The participants had more chance to learn, share, and build strong relationship and networking.

IV. Target Participants
This M&E learning forum is offered to a maximum of 80-100 participants from CCC members and non-member
organizations who are M&E practitioners and professionals. Each participant should be assigned by the
management level but open for all junior or mid-levels related M&E technical of their organization and committed
to apply what has been learned from the forum to their organization. Participants from non‐CCC member are
welcomed but are subjected to pay attendance fee as stated in the CCC Policy on Business Capacity Development
Services as a contribution to support the forum’s logistic arrangement.

V. Detailed Agenda
Time

Resource persons

Key Contents

07:30‐08:20

Registration



08:20‐08:30



08:30‐08:40

National Anthem
Introduction of the learning forum objectives
Opening remarks

08:40‐09:00

Session1:



Review the learning points from the last M&E learning
forum on “Developing Tools for Project Monitoring”
09:00‐9:45

Session 2: Presentation on:
- What is case study and Most Significant Change(MSC)?
Q&A

Coffee Break
Session2 : Continue
Q&A

12:00‐01:30
01:30-01:35

Lunch Break
Energize game

01:35‐02:30

Session 3 : Group Discussion:
- How to develop sound questionnaire and identify tool for
MSC?
- Plenary sharing the experiences of each group
- Q&A
Session 4 : Presentation on “ Tools case study and MSC” ?
- Q&A

3:15‐3:30





All

9:45:-10:00
10:00‐12:00

02:30-3:15



Ms. Sreng Sophornlakhena,
Project Assistant, CCC
Ms. Keo Mara,
Learning Specialist, CCC
Dr. El Sotheary,
Head Of Program, CCC
Mr. Vang Sean
M&E and Reporting Specialist,
CCC
All participants
Mr. Lim Phai
Program Director, VBNK
All participants



Mr. Lim Phai
Program Director, VBNK
 All participants
All
 All participants

Coffee Break
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Mr. Lim Phai
Program Director, VBNK
 All participants



Mr. Lim Phai
Program Director, VBNK
 All participants
All

3:30‐4:15

Session 3 : Continue
Presentation on “ Tools case study and MSC” ?
- Q&A



4:30‐4:50

Session 4 :
- Expression
- Discussion on the Next Topics
- Evaluation forum
Conclusion and Closing remarks



4:50‐05:00

Mr. Lim Phai
Program Director, VBNK
 All participants



Ms. Keo Mara,
Learning Specialist, CCC
All participants



Ms. Sin Putheary
Head Of Communications
and Member Development, CCC

Note: CCC reserves the rights to change the agenda based on the availability of the speakers and time constraints.

For slide presentations, please check on CCCC website:
www.ccc-camboida.org
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Sample case study
ករណីសិកា (UNDP 2013 – CCBAP)
ចំណងជ ើ ង៖ ជ ក
រ ន្សកា
ំ រប្រែរែួ អាកាសធាតស (ដករសង់សជងេប)
ើ កំពស់វិធសា
ី ស្តសប
____________________________________
សាានភាព (ពនយល់អំពីស្ថានភាព អាចជារញ្ហា ឬដរឿងណាម្ួយដែលដយង
ី ចង់និយាយ។ ដ ីស្ថានភាពយា៉ាងែូចដម្តច
ដែរពីម្ុនម្កដនេះ? ានរូរថ ផង ដរីាន)
់ ពឺ គជា
ដេ ក
ត ំពងស្
ត យ
ួ ដែលដ ងដ រងនូវដប្រេះរ ំងស្ងួ ជាដរឿយៗ ។ លកខណៈរ ំងស្ងួ ដៅទីដ េះ គឺការធ្លាក់
ឺ ដេ ម្

័ ស្ាិ ដៅភាគឦស្ថនននប្ស្ុក
ដភាៀងយឺ យា៉ាវដៅដែម្
ំ រានជ
យ
ី រែូវវស្ា នង
ិ ានដភាៀងធ្លាក់ម្ន
ិ ដទៀ ទា .់ ...។ ឃុភា
ី
់ ,ពឺ ,,ានភូម្ច
រដស្ែឋដេ តកព
ំ ងស្
ំ ន
ួ ១៣ ានប្រជាពលរែឋ ៧៧៤ប្គួស្ថរ នង
ិ ន
ិ ានប្រជាជនស្រុរ ៣.៩០៤

ក់

(ស្រស្ច
តី ន
ំ ន
ួ ២,០២០) ដ យ
ី ការប្រកររររចញ្
ិ ច ម្
ឹ ជីវ ិ ស្ំខាន់ ជាងដគគក
ឺ ស្ក
ិ ម្ម ដោយាន៩៥%ជាអនកដ្វដី ប្ស្។
ដយាងតាម្ការស្ក
ិ ាម្ួយបានដ្វដី ង
ី កាលពឆ្
ី ន ំ ២០១១ បានរកដឃញ
ី ថា....

រ ំងស្ងួ រមនប្រព័នធធ្លរស្ថស្រស្ត...ានការជួយរូម្ទឹកររស្់ម្នទីរ្នធ្លនទឹក...
អស្់ថិវកា ដែីម្បទ
ួ អនកភូម្បា
ី រ់ទក
ឹ ដប្រីពក
ិ នដលភ
ី ាឺ នង
ិ ដប្របា
ី វេាច់ទរ់ទក
ឹ ប្រ

ឡាយដែលចំណាយអស្់លុយប្រាណពី៥០០ ដៅ៧០០ែុល្លារ កនុងម្ួយឆ្ន ំ

បង្ហាញតួអងគ ឬករណី (ចារ់ដផតម្
ី ដណ

ព
ំ ី ួអងគ ឬករណីដែលអនកចង់ដលីកយកម្កដរៀរររ់។ ររយាយអំ
ពីប្រវ តិ ួអងគ)
ិ

ដប្កាយម្កានអងគការម្ួយដ្មេះថា “ភូ ម្ិនរ ង” បានចូលដៅដ្វីការអភិវឌ្ឍដៅ ំរន់ដ

េះដែល បានទទួល

ជំនយ
ួ ពប្ី រដទស្ ស្ុ យដអ នង
ិ យូអិនឌ្ីភី ានទក
ឹ ប្បាក់ប្រាណ....។ ដរលដៅនន គដប្ាងគឺស្ថតរប្រព័នធធ្លរស្ថ
ស្រស្ត និងរដងកីនចំដណេះែឹងរដចចកដទស្ និងជំ ញផលិ ផលកស្ិកម្ម,,,,,។
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វិ ធសា
ី ស្តសរ៖

១.កំណ ់រញ្ហាជាអាទភា
ិ ពររស្់ស្
២.ជំរុញឲ្យានកិចចស្

គម្ន៍

ការ....

៣.កស្ថងកដនាងស្តុកទក
ឹ

៤.ចងប្កងប្កុម្កស្ិករដប្រីប្បាស្់ទឹក
៥.រដងកី ឥណទាន ប្ររ់ពូជ
៦.កស្ថងស្ម្ ាភាពស្

គម្ន៍

_______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
ការផ្លាស់ែររូ ឬភាពជ ចជធាារប្ដ អនកចង់បង្ហាញ ( ដួ ស្ចកតនី នដរឿង នង
ិ រូរថ )
លទធផលស្ដប្ម្ចបានរយៈដពលម្្យម្៖
១. ការរណុ ត េះរណា
ត លការោំែុេះប្ស្ូវ
២.ការចញ្
ន
ិ ច ឹម្ប្ ក
ី ុ ងដប្ស្
ំ
៣.ការដប្ស្ថចប្ស្ពែណា
ប្ំ ស្ូវ
៤.
៥.
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ការរែឈមសំខាន់ៗ៖
១.ការដកៀងគរប្រជាជនឲ្យម្កចូលរួម្រយៈដពលយូរ
២.្នធ្លនស្ប្ារ់រនតនិរនតរភាពគដប្ាង
៣.

ការជរៀនសូរតបទពិជសាធន៍៖

១. ការដប្ជីស្ដរស្ទ
ំ គដប្ាង
ី ីតាង

២.ការកំណ ់រញ្ហាជាអាទិភាពររស្់អនកភូ ម្បា
ិ នចាស្់ល្លស្់
_____________________________________________________________________
សននដ្ឋ
ួ ងគ និងការផ្លាស្់រូ រត ដៅកនុងដរឿងដនេះ
ិ ា ន (ស្ដងខរការពិពណ៌ ខាងដែីម្ ។ ដ ីការស្រុរនន ស្ថានការណ៍ អ

បាន ឬនឹង ឲ្
ំ យានអវីប្រដស្ីរដ

ង
ី ឬកាន់ដ អាប្កក់)

តាម្រយៈការស្ក
រដៅនឹងរញ្ហាររស្់អក
ន ភូម្ិ វ ិ្ស្ថ
ត ម្ប្ស្រប្ វូ បានអនុវ ត ដែម្
ី បរ
ិ ាអដងក …ការដ្ាយ
ី
ី ស្រស្ស្
ី នាុំ
ដៅនង
ា ពែល់អក
ន ភូម្…
ឹ ការដប្រប្រួលអាកាស្ធ្ល ុ ការកស្ថងស្ម្ ភា
ិ .

ជារួម្ គដប្ាងដនេះបានរង្ហាញភស្តុតាងយា៉ាងចាស្់ល្លស្់អព
ំ វី ិ្ស្ថ
ត នាុដំ ៅនង
ី ស្រស្រ
ឹ ការដប្រប្រួល អាកាស្ធ្ល ុរ ំង
ស្ងួ តាម្រយៈការកស្ថងកដនាងប្ ង នង
ី
ិ ស្តុកទឹក ដណ វំ ិ្ីដប្រព
ី ូជថម…
អាប្ស្័យដ

័ កនុងការរនាុដំ ៅនង
ុដនេះគដប្ាងដនេះប្ វូ បានចា ទ
់ ុកថាជាករណីម្ួយយា៉ាងដជាគជយ
ឹ ការដប្រប្រួល

អាកាស្ធ្ល ុអនុវ តដោយស្ គម្ន៍។
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Sample case study
ករណីសិកា
ចំណងជ ើ ង (ប្ ូវដ េាី ទាក់ទាញ និងរងករ់ន័យអំពអ
ី វីដែលអនកនឹងដរៀរររ់ អាចជាយុទធស្ថស្រស្ត ឬដរលដៅដែលអនកចង់បាន)

____________________________________
សាានភាព (ពនយល់អំពស្ថ
ី ា នភាព អាចជារញ្ហា ឬដរឿងណាម្ួយដែលដយង
ី ចង់នយា
ិ យ។ ដ ីស្ថានភាពយា៉ាងែូចដម្តចដែរពីម្ុន
ម្កដនេះ? ានរូរថ ផង ដរា
ី ន)

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
បង្ហាញតួអងគ ឬករណី (ចារ់ដផតម្
ី ដណ

ព
ំ ី ួអងគ ឬករណីដែលអនកចង់ដលក
ពប្ី រវ តិ ួអងគ)
ី យកម្កដរៀរររ់។ ររយាយអំ
ិ

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
ការផ្លាស់ែររូ ឬភាពជ ចជធាារប្ដ អនកចង់បង្ហាញ ( ួដស្ចកតីននដរឿង និងរូរថ ែំដណាេះប្ស្ថយ និងលទធផល)

__________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
សននដ្ឋ
ួ ងគ និងការផ្លាស្់រូ រត ដៅកនុងដរឿងដនេះ បាន ឬនឹង
ី រស្រុរនន ស្ថានការណ៍ អ
ិ ា ន (ស្ដងខរការពិពណ៌ ខាងដែីម្ ។ ដ កា
ឲ្
ំ យានអវីប្រដស្ីរដ ង
ី ឬកាន់ដ អាប្កក់)

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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